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This report is made on behalf of Building Research Establishment Ltd (BRE) and may only be distributed 
in its entirety, without amendment, and with attribution to BRE to the extent permitted by the terms and 
conditions of the contract. Test results relate only to the specimens tested. BRE has no responsibility for 
the design, materials, workmanship or performance of the product or specimens tested. This report does 
not constitute an approval, certification or endorsement of the product tested and no such claims should 
be made on websites, marketing materials, etc. Any reference to the results contained in this report 
should be accompanied by a copy of the full report, or a link to a copy of the full report. 

BRE’s liability in respect of this report and reliance thereupon shall be as per the terms and conditions of 
contract with the client and BRE shall have no liability to third parties to the extent permitted in law.  

Prepared by 

Name Devinder Athwal 

Position Senior Technician 

Date 21st May 2019 

Signature  

Authorised by 

Name Dr Paul Blackmore 

Position Associate Director 

Date 21st May 2019 
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1 Introduction 

This report describes testing carried out on The Stormguard Rainwater Eclipse Capping Systems to 
determine the wind uplift resistance.   

The client for these tests was Justin Evans, Stormguard Rainwater Systems, Augustus Mill, Buckley 
Street, Macclesfield, Cheshire. SK11 6UH 

The testing was carried out at BRE during 2nd April 2019.  

These tests are based on BRE Proposal No P114212 dated 4th January 2018. 
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2 Details of the Test Specimens and Installation  

We are not aware of any valid or current British or European standard relating to wind uplift testing of 
capping systems. Therefore for these tests BRE designed a bespoke test system using several 
pneumatic rams to apply simulated wind loads to the capping system.  

The products tested are aluminium capping systems supplied by Stormguard Rainwater Systems and 
intended to provide weather protection to parapet walls, etc. The two systems tested are: 

• Secret Fix system 

• Mechanical Fix system  

The aluminium capping system is the same for both systems. The secret fix system is secured by 
aluminium brackets fixed to the top of the parapet wall and the mechanical fix system is secured with 
aluminium brackets plus additional screws fixed in to the sides of the capping system.  

Tests were carried out on straight lengths of both capping systems and on corner cappings.  

For these tests the Client provided a representative timber parapet wall 590mm wide. This allowed for a 
30mm overhang on each side of the 650mm wide capping systems.  

3m lengths of straight capping specimens were fixed at 1500mm centres using either aluminium brackets 
or mechanical fixings as specified in the manufacturer’s fixing instructions.  

The cappings were loaded from above using pneumatic rams. For the secret fix system 24 rams were 
used in eight rows of three, each ram was fitted with suction cups. For the mechanical fix system small 
holes were drilled through the capping system and load spreader plates were fixed beneath the capping. 
12 rows of two loading points were used for the mechanical fix system. In both cases the loading 
arrangement simulated a uniformly distributed load representative of wind loading. Figures 1 and 2 show 
the straight sections of the secret fix and mechanical fix systems ready for test. A similar procedure was 
used for the corner cappings. 

The testing was repeated three times for each system tested using new fixings, brackets and capping 
each time.   

For each test loading was applied in increments and then reduced to zero. The maximum deflection at 
each load increment was measured and the residual deflection was measured when the load was 
removed. The specimen was inspected after each load increment for any signs of distress or damage.  

The average failure load from the three tests was then converted to an equivalent wind speed.  
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Figure 1  The secret fix system ready for test 

Figure 2  The mechanical fix system ready for test 
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3 Results 

3.1 Secret fix system  
The results from the uplift tests on the secret fix system are shown in Table 1 for the straight length and 
Table 2 for the corner sections. For the straight length of capping the failure mode was disengagement of 
the front edge of capping from the fixing brackets under unloading. For the corner capping failure was 
disengagement of the capping at the corner inside edge under unloading. Figures 3 and 4 show the 
failure of the straight and corner sections respectively. 

Test configuration Test number Measured force (N) Failure mode
Secret Fix Capping 1 5204 Front lip detached from bracket
Secret Fix Capping 2 5556 Front lip detached from bracket
Secret Fix Capping 3 5086 Front lip detached from bracket

5282.1
244.9
0.046

2708.8

Mean force (N)
Standard deviation (N)
Coefficient of variability

Characteristic wind uplift pressure (Pa)
Table 1: Results from failure of the straight section of capping 

 

Table 2: Results from failure of the corner section of capping 

The measured failure loads in Newtons (N) given in Tables 1 and 2 were converted to wind pressure in 
Pascals (Pa) by dividing by the area of the specimens, taken as 1.95m2 (3m x 0.65m) for the straight 
sections and 0.6175m2 for the corner sections. This wind uplift pressure can then be compared directly  
with wind up[lift pressures calculated from BS EN 1991-1-4 and the UK National Annex. 

The wind uplift pressures (P) given above can be converted to an equivalent wind speed (V) using the 
following equation: 

P = ½ r V2 

Where r is air density, taken as 0.613kg/m3 

Therefore a wind uplift pressure of 2708.8Pa for the straight capping is equivalent to a wind speed of 
66m/s (148mph), and for the corner capping 5879.3Pa is equivalent to a wind speed of 98m/s (219mph). 
It should be noted that the above calculation ignores the wind pressure coefficient and should only be 
regarded as indicative. 

 

Test configuration Test number Measured force (N) Failure mode
Secret Fix Capping Corner 1 3675 Inside corner lip detached from bracket
Secret Fix Capping Corner 2 3542 Inside corner lip detached from bracket
Secret Fix Capping Corner 3 3675 Inside corner lip detached from bracket

3630.5
76.5

0.021
5879.3Characteristic wind uplift pressure (Pa)

Mean force (N)
Standard deviation (N)
Coefficient of variability
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Figure 3  Failure of the straight capping 
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Figure 4  Failure of the corner capping 

 

3.1.1 Additional tests 
The failure mode for this capping system was the disengagement of the aluminium clips as the load was 
removed. BRE were asked to determine the absolute maximum uplift resistance of the system under uplift 
loading. Therefore, after the capping system had failed due to disengagement. The capping was clipped 
back in to place and then continuously loaded to determine the maximum load that could be carried by 
the system. This was repeated for each of the three straight lengths of capping. It was found that the 
capping system could resist (without unloading) 23043N which equates to a pressure of 11816.9Pa or a 
wind speed of 311mph. This was the maximum load the test rig could apply.
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Mechanical Fix System  

The results from the uplift tests on the mechanical fix system are shown in Table 3 for the straight length 
and Table 4 for the corner sections. For the straight length of capping the failure mode was 
disengagement of the rear edge of capping from the fixing brackets under unloading. For the corner 
capping failure was disengagement of the capping at the corner inside edge under unloading. Figures 5 
and 6 show the failure of the straight and corner sections respectively. 

Table 3: Results from failure of the straight section of capping 

 

Table 4: Results from failure of the corner section of capping 

The measured failure loads in Newtons (N) given in Tables 1 and 2 were converted to wind pressure in 
Pascals (Pa) by dividing by the area of the specimens, taken as 1.95m2 (3m x 0.65m) for the straight 
sections and 0.6175m2 for the corner sections. This wind uplift pressure can then be compared directly  
with wind up[lift pressures calculated from BS EN 1991-1-4 and the UK National Annex. 

The wind uplift pressures (P) given above can be converted to an equivalent wind speed (V) using the 
following equation: 

P = ½ r V2 

Where r is air density, taken as 0.613kg/m3 

Therefore a wind uplift pressure of 4826.2Pa for the straight capping is equivalent to a wind speed of 
89m/s (199mph), and for the corner capping 8595.9Pa is equivalent to a wind speed of 118m/s (265mph). 
It should be noted that the above calculation ignores the wind pressure coefficient and should only be 
regarded as indicative. 

 

 

 

Test configuration Test number Measured force (N) Failure mode
Mechanical Fix Capping 1 9387 Rear lip detached from bracket
Mechanical Fix Capping 2 9387 Rear lip detached from bracket
Mechanical Fix Capping 3 9458 Rear lip detached from bracket

9411.0
40.8

0.004
4826.2

Mean force (N)
Standard deviation (N)
Coefficient of variability

Characteristic wind uplift pressure (Pa)

Test configuration Test number Measured force (N) Failure mode
Mechanical Fix Capping Corner 1 5161 Outside corner lip detached from bracket
Mechanical Fix Capping Corner 2 5529 Outside corner lip detached from bracket
Mechanical Fix Capping Corner 3 5234 Outside corner lip detached from bracket

5308.0
194.7
0.037

8595.9

Mean force (N)
Standard deviation (N)
Coefficient of variability

Characteristic wind uplift pressure (Pa)
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Figure 5  Failure of the straight capping 
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Figure 6  Failure of the corner capping 

 

3.1.2 Additional tests 
The failure mode for this capping system was the disengagement of the aluminium clips as the load was 
removed. BRE were asked to determine the absolute maximum uplift resistance of the system under uplift 
loading. Therefore, after the capping system had failed due to disengagement. The capping was clipped 
back in to place and then continuously loaded to determine the maximum load that could be carried by 
the system. This was repeated for each of the three straight lengths of capping. It was found that the 
capping system could resist (without unloading) 23043N which equates to a pressure of 11816.9Pa or a 
wind speed of 311mph. This was the maximum load the test rig could apply. 
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4 Conclusions 

This report describes tests carried out to determine the characteristic wind uplift resistance of the 
Stormguard Aluminium Capping System. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from these tests: 

• The straight lengths of the secret fix system failed due disengagement of the aluminium clips at an 
equivalent wind pressure of 2709Pa or 148mph. 

• The corner section of the secret fix system failed due disengagement of the aluminium clips at an 
equivalent wind pressure of 5879Pa 219mph. 

• The straight lengths of the mechanical fix system failed due disengagement of the aluminium clips 
at an equivalent wind pressure of 4826Pa or 199mph. 

• The corner section of the mechanical fix system failed due disengagement of the aluminium clips at 
an equivalent wind pressure of 8596Pa or 265mph. 
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